Strategic Budget 2015
Envisioning a city where people are connected
to Edmonton’s stories and our diverse heritage
is indispensable to community life.

Approved by EHC Board of Directors
November 5, 2014
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About the Edmonton Heritage Council
The Edmonton Heritage Council is a non-profit society and charitable organization. Our mission is to
support the work of individuals and organizations that:
• research, preserve, protect and present Edmonton’s unique heritage
• promote an understanding of how this distinct place and community came to be
Our mandate is to:
• provide a forum for analyzing, discussing and sharing heritage issues in Edmonton
• advocate for a vibrant heritage community and programs that benefit all Edmontonians
• promote the awareness and development of effective, informed and recognized heritage principles
and practices.
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Edmonton’s Heritage Values
We are pleased to present this 2015 Strategic Budget for Edmonton Heritage Council’s
programs, projects and core operating requirements.
This budget is the map of how we will work in the next
year to advance EHC’s vision as it aligns with core
values held by Edmontonians about their city’s heritage. The Edmonton Heritage Values Study showed
that Edmontonians value heritage preservation,
cultural sharing and the importance of heritage in
learning and creating a stronger sense of belonging
in the community.
EHC strives to align its strategic priorities with these
values and with related strategic plans and goals of
the City of Edmonton.
In late 2014, EHC marked its fifth anniversary and
continues to build on key program initiatives such
as the Heritage Community Investment Program and
the Edmonton Museums Strategy. In 2015 we propose the following spending priorities to continue to
build relationships between Edmontonians and the
heritage of their city. These priorities are about more
than supporting the work of the heritage sector—

they are about achieving great results showing
how heritage contributes to quality of life and the
social fabric of the community.
The goals in this proposed budget do not depart
greatly from those set in 2014, as outlined in EHC’s
Strategic Plan, 2014-16. It is always our aim to
connect with the creative potential of Edmontonians:
to build relationships, animate conversations, spark
action and transform Edmonton’s heritage climate as an indispensable part of life in the city.
Later in 2015, we look forward to hosting another
community symposium, as we did in 2010 (Heritage,
Innovation and the Livable City) and 2013 (City and
Memory).
The Edmonton Heritage Council gives voice to
the city’s memory, an active and provocative link
between and among citizens to understand how our
history and our future. This proposed budget reflects
our continuing commitment to that work.
Sincerely,
Virginia Stephen, Treasurer
David Ridley, Executive Director
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Who We Are
Edmonton is a place rich with history and story. An ancient and sacred site, it is a meeting place
for Indigenous Nations dating back 8000 years. They came to trade, to share stories, to take
part in cultural activities.
This place played an important role in building and
maintaining relationships among Indigenous Nations
and with newcomers from Europe. The city falls within the boundaries of Treaty 6 and is a major service
centre for Treaty 8 and for Métis settlements in central
and northern Alberta.
Edmonton is a rapidly growing city. Record numbers
of people come here, many looking for work, to put
down roots and become Edmontonians. In 1986,
there were almost 600,000 of us; now, our number
approaches 900,000. A significant proportion of us
(nearly 60%) are between the ages of 25 and 64.
Edmonton’s early immigrants came from Europe,
some from the United States and a few from further

afield. But the face of Edmonton has changed. An increasing proportion of Edmontonians (25%) are from
a visible minority background. Since 1999, the number of immigrants choosing to come to Edmonton has
grown steadily. Forty per cent of new immigrants are
from India, the Philippines and China—some come
here directly, others moving from other Canadian
cities. Edmonton’s African communities, for example,
are growing due to in-migration.
Comparing ourselves to the rest of Alberta, a higher proportion of Edmontonians identify their ethnic
background as Arab, South and East Asian and Latin
American than in the province as a whole. This city is
home to over 50 international cultures and 70 unique
ethnic groups.

(Excerpted from Who We Are: A Snapshot of
Edmontonians, City of Edmonton)

EHC’s Strategic Goals
1. Build relationships

2. Lead conversations and spark action

Our goal is to fill a gap in Edmontonians’ relationship
with their city, providing a strong sense of place by
connecting them with Edmonton’s stories and heritage.

Our goal is to engage and activate citizens with Edmonton’s story and heritage, encouraging them to
join the conversation and take action to discover and
contribute to Edmonton’s heritage and its role in community life.

3. Transform Edmonton’s heritage climate
and sector

4. Evolve EHC’s operations to maximize and
grow opportunities

Our goal is to make Edmonton’s history and heritage
indispensable to Edmonton’s citizens: to newcomers, to those already here, to those not yet convinced
about the power and resonance of this place.

Our goal is to develop our business model to lead
and support Edmonton’s heritage sector effectively,
using our strategic budget and funding development
potential to maximize and grow our opportunities.
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What We Did in 2014
Heritage Community Investment Program
•
•
•
•

Operational investment in eight Edmonton museums and historical societies totaling $183,565.23
(10 applications total)
Project investment in 10 community initiatives interpreting and preserving Edmonton stories, totaling
$111,979.50 (21 applications total)
Living Local investment in four Edmonton neighbourhood arts & heritage projects totaling $52,533.26
Educational and research travel funding for four heritage professionals totaling $13,260.00

Edmonton Museums Strategy
Edmonton Heritage Network
www.edmontonheritagenetwork.ca
•
•
•
•
•
•

Launch of Edmonton Heritage Network website
Heritage socials and workshops, community
partnership development
Heritage Sector Survey with initial recommendations implemented
Researching Edmonton’s Story study completed
Edmonton’s Cultural Communities Survey with
recommendations being developed
Bursaries for heritage organizations to attend
organizational development workshops

Edmonton City as Museum Project (ECAMP)
www.citymuseumedmonton.ca
•

•
•

Edmonton Maps Heritage
www.edmontonmapsheritage.ca
•
•
•
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Launch of ECAMP website, with unique content, citizen contributions to the museum about
Edmonton
3 Curiosities Tours
Momentary Museum event

Research with six cultural communities to document their community’s places of significance
60 new entries based on cultural community
history and experience
New website look with easier navigation including the “put yourself on the map” feature

EHC Organizational Capacity
•
•
•
•

Board session to develop EHC’s board governance model and strategic approach
Development of new organizational website to clearly reflect EHC’s current activity and programs
Development of new EHC office space to accommodate growth in staff and services
Human resources strategic plan, staff succession policy

What We’re Doing in 2015
Priority Areas: EHC’s Strategic Plan
•
•
•
•
•

Build relationships with citizens, cultural communities and decision makers around the importance of heritage
in improving and sustaining Edmonton’s livability
Continue to transform Edmonton’s heritage climate through collaborative programs and consultation
Increasing awareness and reach of current EHC programs through the broader community and heritage sector
Ensure alignment of existing programs to maximize reach, effectiveness and stewardship of resources
Increase EHC’s organizational capacity through funding diversification

Heritage Community Investment Program
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase the number of projects with merit seeking funding, through pre-application consultation and program
support such as use of seed project grants, travel and research grants
Build stronger relationships with Aboriginal and cultural communities to support access to the existing Heritage
Community Investment Program
Operational investment in 10 Edmonton museums and historical societies totaling $172,520.43
(12 applications total)
Project investment in 15 community initiatives interpreting and preserving Edmonton stories, totaling
$173,757.00 (25 applications total)
Living Local investment in an upcoming Edmonton neighbourhood arts & heritage projects totaling $20,000.00
Seed funding for two developing heritage projects totaling $1,900.00

Edmonton Museums Strategy
Edmonton Heritage Network (EHN)
• Continue to offer professional development through two workshops, two consultations, two socials and relevant
research/program development initiatives
• Continue developing relationships with heritage organizations to develop participation and development of
Edmonton Heritage Network
• Continue to develop opportunities for heritage and community organizations to connect with and contribute to
Edmonton City as Museum Project
Edmonton City as Museum Project (ECAMP)
• Offer 4 different program offerings, including continuing Curiosities Tours, Retrofuture speaker series, Momentary Museums, innovative walking tours
• Collaborative program development including continuing development of the Edmontonia gallery exhibit
• Continuing development of ECAMP website with content and to support development of city museum
• Create updated strategic plan to support business case development for city museum organization and facility
• Public awareness media campaign
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Edmonton Maps Heritage (EMH)
• Document 60 new sites of cultural significance in Edmonton, working with at least five cultural communities
• Establish new connections with cultural communities through community workshop(s)
• Improve quality and composition of images reflecting Edmonton’s places of significance
• Community symposium on Edmonton’s heritage climate and ecology

EHC Organizational Capacity
•
•
•
•
•
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Continue board development and succession work to ensure strong and adaptive board governance structure
Continue development and effective use of EHC Update and social media initiatives, EHC blog development
Research and consultation to support EHC’s development as an innovative and adaptive organization (involvement in New Pathways program)
Continued support for Edmonton’s Historian Laureate, in partnership with Edmonton Historical Board
Staff team development through focus on strategic operations, communications and human resources planning

2015 Budget
This proposed Edmonton Heritage Council 2015 Strategic Budget advances the Council’s vision connected to the
value and importance of heritage for all Edmontonians.
It includes the impacts of previous Council decisions such as operations and staffing costs that sustain ongoing as
well as emerging programs and initiatives.
This proposed budget is $1,363,632, an increase from 2014’s budget of $1,020,260. It should be noted that a
$250,000 investment in the Edmonton Museum Strategy received in 2014 was distributed into 2015.
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Programs & Projects Budget
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